Audio Description Economy MTK
The logo of the Main-Taunus Region appears, and the title of the film:
"INFORMED: Economic Area Main-Taunus-Kreis from above ‚
The skyscrapers of Eschborn are shown. Title appears: "At the heart of the
region” and in the background „Frankfurt am Main“
Eschborn, nestled in a green belt of meadows, trees and bushes. Title appears:
»Economically Strong Eschborn“
and "IT and services“
A church stands on a hill, surrounded by vineyards. Accompanied with the
Title: "Hochheim: Wine and Culture“
A 6-lane highway is shown. A red train travels through the image: Title
appears: Wiesbaden 15 minutes, 15 minutes Frankfurt as well as Airport
FRA…and in 10 minutes - the whole world.
The conference hotel Dorint from a bird’s eye view. Display appears: "Large
conference hotel ... for business customers ... and Conference visitors“
A commercial area. A Title is displayed: "Hofheim: Industry in green." An ICE
train drives through the image.
A commercial area with industrial buildings. A title displays: "Hidden
Champions". The commercial area is surrounded by vast green fields.
A Bird´s eye view of Schwalbach. The following information is shown:
Corporations in Schwalbach.
On the left there is a settlement of multi- and single-family homes.
Another industrial area, in the background a chain of hills. which is
Accompanied with the Title: „Taunus"
The Continental building beyond a busy junction. The title „Automotive“ is
displayed
The Building complex of the Samsung Company appears. The Title „Electronic“
appears.
A Further industrial estate: Hattersheim: „Logistics and industry“ appears.
A new scene shows another industrial estate which is accompanied by the
note: "Kriftel: Short distances / Ways“

Green space and farmland in the foreground, in the background the skyline of
Frankfurt. The title appears, "Close to the center, but away from the hustle
and bustle". The perspective becomes blurred and disappears.
The logo of the Main-Taunus district appears and the text: "Your location for a
successful business"

